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University
Less than year after the tragedy at Virginia
Tech another deadly massacre occurred on U.S
handguns and shotgun when he stepped from
behind screen on the stage of lecture hail and
starting firing at class at Northern Illinois
University He ended up killing people including
himself and wounded 17 others were wounded
The university is still reeling from the tragedies
as police try to put the pieces together Kazmierczak
did not seem to fit the profile for being murderer
He was described as being engaging polite and an
outstanding student with bright ftiture in the field
of criminal justice He graduated from NIU in 2007
and was graduate student in sociology there before
transferring to the University of Illinois for the grad
uate school of social work
The shooting rampage stunned Kazmierczaks
faculty adviser Jan Carter-Black He was engag
ing motivated responsible saw nothing to sug
gest that there was anything troubling about his
behavior The university police Chief Donald
Grady agreed There were no red flags He was
someone who was revered by students and teach
ers
However investigators dug into the gunmans
past to suggest otherwise They questioned friends
and family to find clues One person who asked to
remain anonymous said she knew him and his girl
friend and how they had rocky on-and-off rela
tionship
He was abusive he had temper He didnt
actually hit her he would push her around she
said
Kazmierczak also had history of mental ill-
documente
TIlE BULLPEN
Temple University
gets Secret Wealthy
Admirer
Like kid in class watching some
body else get all the Valentines Day
gifts Arcadia may have reason to be
jealous of our neighbor in higher educa
tion Temple University Apparently
Temple University received an early
Valentines Day gift on the 7th of
February in the form of $4 million and
one $1 million dollar check To make it
more interesting Temples admirer
wishes to remain anonymous
The two checks came in plain
envelopes from bank in Arizona No
name was given and the only request
was that the university let the donor
know through his or her bank how the
money was being used The check was
sent through Wells Fargo Bank in
Arizona who will serve as the only liai
son between the university an the donor
Its not unusual for donors to want
to remain anonymous and its not
unusual to receive large checks like
this says Temple Vice President Stuart
Sullivan in an interview with repre
sentative of the Philadelphia Daily
News It is completely unusual not to
receive prior notice from the donors or
representatives of the donors
The only specific request that was
made by the donor is that the money be
used for scholarships towards women
and minority students
You can have your cake and eat it too so long as
you dont mind it sprinkled with poo
This little-known motto seemed to be the guiding
principle for the Italian Pizzeria in the Roath district of
Cardiff the capital of Wales Early last week Cardiff
City Council Public Health officials determined that
chocolate cake served at the Pizzeria had been gar
nished with human feces The investigation stemmed
from customers complaint some 18 months ago
According to Englands Daily Mail newspaper
customer ordered the popular dish but after determin
ing that the cake did not taste or smell quite right the
customer handed the dish over to public health offi
cials Following rigorous blind taste test grueling
scratch-n-sniff contest and much-needed hot shower
the health officials conclusively determined that the
cake did in fact taste like shit
Since this finding the shops two owners Saeed
Hasmi 25 and Jan Yadgari 23 have been fined
1500 for selling food unfit for human consumption
The two have also had their noses forcibly rubbed into
the fecal cake whilst receiving repeated blows to the
head with rolled-up newspapers and all the while being
told what bad shop owners they are
The two men first denied responsibility for the act
but later pleaded guilty at Cardiff magistrates court
before their trial
Unfortunately for this latter Li and
Yadgari left the Pizzeria long before tI
made Last March the shop came ur
ment and has since changed its
The new owner Shams
customers of the Pizzerias
This is completely different
lot of happy customers we
late cake
Students at Philadelphias Northe
High School walked into fowl scene
the morning of Monday February 11
what is believed to be the
Prank 85 live chickens were released
run free through the halls of the school
When students arrived for
school day they were gathered and
ed into the auditorium before
released for the day By that point
janitorial staff had been working
two hours wrangling the chickens
cleaning up the bird feed the pranksi
had spread through the halls
And theres no city th
ter than Philadelphia catching
is hard work Just ask Rocky
While the prank gave students and
non-janitorial faculty day off it
ruffled some feathers as the
Department had to be called in to
the building permission to reopen
classes on Tuesday
And while some of
not
Deadly Valentines Day Shooting at Non
By GINA MERLINO
Staff Writer
Presently the family of Steve Kazmierczak
doesnt wish to talk to the media but post outside
the home of the gunmans sister sums up their feel
ings Our heartfelt prayers and deepest sympathies
are extended to the families victims and all other
persons involved in the Northern Illinois University
tragedy We are both shocked and saddened In addi
tion to the loss of innocent lives Steven was mem
ber of our family We are grieving his loss as well as
the loss of life resulting from his actions
ness After high school
Chicago psychiatric trer
taking medications and
to commit suicide
He never wanted to identify with being men
tally ill That was part of the problem says the for
mer house manager at the Thresholds-Mary Hill
House where Kazmierczak had spent more than
year Kazmierczak also had short-lived stint as
prison guard that ended when he didnt show up for
work Many continue to remain baffled at the shoot
ings and dont understand why he would do it Jim
Thomas professor of criminology and sociology
at NIU taught Kazmierczak became his friend and
promoted him as teachers aide
Steve was the most gentle quiet guy in the
world. .He had passion for helping people He
had become erratic after he stopped taking his med
ication Prayers go out to Northern Illinois
University This tragic and sudden massacre was the
fourth U.S campus shooting that week and has
raised questions about gun control and campus safe
ty
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Shop Serve Up Tirami-POO
-7ler Peckhain
-Nell Hunkins
Why It Will Work
By JACOB SCALICI
Entertaineiir 1.Iitoi
Philadelphias new police commissioner Charles Ramsey has
Phitadelphiahasnl e\actl\ been model ofseeu- st.` goal ofreducing homicides by 25 percent
in the city To do this
rily in the lasi fe ears er undcr the guid- he has set up program targeting some of the citys most dangerous
aiicc Or IC\ elected iia or Michael Nutter and ndghborhoods Mayor Michael Nutter made reducing crime focal
ne1y appointcd PhUadeiphia Police Commissioner puint fhis election campaign and he brought in Ramsey
who was
Charles Rimey the jolent crime trends that have polic chciufWashington DC for eight years to follow through on
been so abundant in the city arc being targeted to hk pnmisc
change Nutter who as clected in November has Ramsey has proposed series ofcontroversial tactics to achieve
always put emphasis on hi plans to bring saibty to their coals of reducing homicides Among the most are deploying
one of the natloils ITIOS violent cities With his 200 officers on the street and encouraging them to use stop and
Safety Now initiatie lie plans to drop the homicide ftisk searches to prevent crime These searches can ostensibly be
rate by fliflioSt So by the end of the ear with the conducted on anyone who looks as though they could possess or have
help Commissioner Ranmevs ne Stop and intention to use weapon In addition Ramsey has pledged to add
Frisk tactics 2X more surveillance cameras throughout the city
The big issue here is that rnan people feel that
Ramsey\ strict policy on police tactics may he little
too extreme despite the cities constant and seemingly ..__________._-.-
uncontrollable gun tolence Yet look at Ramseys
track record shows strong prrnise for troubled
Philadelphia Ramsey the lornier police chief of
Washington D. has experience in similarsituations
With years as police oflicer in Chicaco and con-
stant praise 1r cutting crime despite the woes of Stacy
Robinson Sophomore
September Jth Ramsey appers to lie solid choice
tr the police officers and
in terms of tuniing Philadelphias decline around
the cameras hut think the
Ramseys plan includes an increase in numbers
seatLhcs couid lead prohling
of both officers and security cameras on the strts of
the City of Brotherly 1..o he increase in surveil
lance cameras is already catching hack ftr being too__________
overhearing hut the ability to monitor high crime Jahaan Ameen Junior
areas is not only aimed at stopping criminal activity __________ agree with it think they should at
hut also about protecting oliccrs and creating safer ________ least try to see what happens dont
plans of action for these areas sec what the alternative would be
The otherpart oithe plan that has Philadelphians lhilly is very dangerous cit
in an uproar is the new Stop and Frisk searches that
ire being implemented Ramsey plans to use frisk
ings and searches to Ictect \eapons beflire they are
ointed at officers ln O17 Philaddphia police olli James Lee Junior
ecr nad guns ptmiteu them slaaerinu times.- .- inii that the security cameras are
top and risk also wtcded reduce the num reaI dcii howeer think that the
ot seapons tinaun id oi the srcels SilL searches are an invasion ol priva
urm hchee toat thL searflL it lead to protihnz
and an excuse to protile
-hich isalread iuec nr hiem the cliv
Ramess ideas arc drastic liii so is the situation
in Philadelphia The hore Is that vt ith thi minimal
addition of force the saiet le el ill rise and provide
new opportunities for the city fhe nc policies ill
scrimp privacy hut sometimes small sacrifices need to
he made for the greater good Complying with these
new policies may not he your idea ol freedom or safe
ty but its likely murder and violence arent either
Which one would you rather have
Milton Street Wants to
By TIMOTHY McLAUGHLtN
Managing Editor
What ever happened to interesting celebrities Open up any tabloid newspaper or
gossip column these days and you will find plethora of stories on the exact same top
ics baby-mama drama sex tapes and rehab Paris Hilton took her clothes off Big
whoop Britney Spears lost her kids again Who cares Amy Winehouse went into
rehab Mildly ironic None of these stories even scratches the surface of originality or
scandal
Enter Milton Street the greatest thing to happen to news since Deep Throat In
Federal Courtroom last week Milton were on first name basis told prosecutors that
he believes the Constitutior provides no basis for government to tax its citizens Are you
kidding Milton come on
The history of Milton Street is rife with outrageous incidents and pathetic yet
successful attempts to swindle the government out of millions of dollars For years
Milton operated hot dog cart in Center City His career in politics blossomed when he
started protesting the citys vending and housing codes Later he spent term in both the
State House of Representatives and Senate In between his retirement from state politics
and his brothers election as mayor of Philadelphia Milton tried his hand in entrepre
neurship operating an amphibious tour bus company
Milton spent his glory days working for his little brother John Street offering con
sulting services and gaining no-bid contracts for public works projects Milton made mil
lions during his brothers two terms in office
In Court on Thursday he showed no remorse for taking advantage of his brothers
Arcadia University
The Plan
Viewpoints
Amber Geller Graduate Student
agree with everything think it
comes to point where your rights
need to be put aside
Friend
position in tL
he claimed
in the politic
something ti
Philadelphia
Milton lal
about his findings on tax law
lengthy tirade on U.S tax code and the
courts failure to provide strong consti
tutional basis for federal taxes Milton
told the court If you find it look it up for
me and Ill plead guilty to all
charges
U.S Attorney Jennifer Arbittier
Williams tried to make sense of why
Milton didnt file tax returns for 2002
2003 and 2004 Milton avoided the ques
tion finally asking Miss why cant you
just show me the law so can plead
guilty
U.S District Judge Legrome Davis put stop to Miltons outbursts by calling
brief recess During the break Davis chided Milton on his courtroom behavior Milton
responded Could you put some ice into this water
You couldnt make this stuff up Honestly this man is nothing but endless hours of
entertainment Just look at his picture He even looks goofey
contests in Texas and Ohio will
either seal the deal for Obama
or in the event of two Hillary
victories make Pennsylvanias
late primary significant in deter
mining who the Democrats put
up against McCain over the
course of the next nine months
that is if Huckabees prayer for
miracle goes unanswered
As of now Pennsylvanias
polling numbers indicate that the
state is tentatively supportive of the former
First Lady over the senator from Illinois
Why should we change that It all comes
down to one seemingly uneducated reason
charisma And if the crammed arenas
Obama addresses are any indication he
definitely has that base covered
When tell people this that my votes
going to Obama because think he has the
most forceful and likeable personality it
tends to be met with degree of academic
derision So youre voting for him just
because you like him And get it
Voting for candidate because you like
him or her is rookie mistake But in
Democratic race where both candidates
have views so similar on many of the key
issues healthcare Iraq etc that they
spend fifty percent of L.tate patting each
other on the back the personality and
resolve that they bring to the table takes on
much larger role than normal In 1912
Theodore Roosevelt running for President
as the Progressive Partys candidate
dubbed the White House bully pulpit
The term effectively means powerful
position from which to vocally advocate
an agenda This is where the Presidents
true power comes into play The President
is in essence the face of America His
strength is primarily derived not from any
Constitution-granted pow
ers but from his ability to
be seen and heard Hes
the loudest voice at the
dinner table People lis
ten They make choices
and pass laws based on his
recommendations and
Barack
ideas based on the fact
Obama that hes unlikely to veto
read tie up for years in
bureaucratic nonsense
proposition hes already advocated before
Congress Obama is leagues ahead of
Hillary in this area People love him And
it shows in the amount of vocal and finan
cial support he has received from the aver
age working-class American Ever see
one of his rallies Its like John and
George rose from the dead and The Beatles
are putting on one-time reunion concert
The money tells the story as well this
is still America after all Close to 25% of
Obamas fundraising has come from indi
vidual donations of $100 or less What
does that mean in the grand scheme of
things Much less pressure to conform to
lobbyists that have filled his coffers fueled
his campaign as well as higher degree of
accountability to the tolks that put
grass roots strategy that if someone had
proposed the idea ten years ago it would
have been dismissed as completely absurd
Obama ran with it counted on it and it has
paid off admirably People not just face
less corporations are pointing this guy
towards the White House And that might
be something that hasnt happened since
Kem3edy was inaugurated
All in all itll be strange exciting
general election Its the first
one in long time where our
choices are not between the
lesser of two evils bul
between three candidates and
lets be realistic the or
people with legitimate sh
at the White House
are Obama Clinton
McCain that each possess the
potential to be one of the
greatest Presidents in receni
history Its easy to
McCain the dove in hawks
clothing for his service to our
nation for the sacrifice he made in refus
ing release from Vietnamese prison for
five and half years so fellow PO.W.s
from less influential families could return
home And of course you have to appre
ciate the inflated intellects the Clinton
camp would bring to the Oval Office
Then again if Hillary gets in that would
be Bush or Clinton in the White House
for 32 straight years. 36 if Hillary goes
two terms And that power-hungry glint in
Chelseas eye makes me think we could
be headed towards shared dynasty..
This country is ill Were trillions of
dollars in debt Trillions That shouldnt
even be real number When have you
ever seen trillion of anything Is the
Thompson Mike Huckabee
and John McCain in many pri
mary elections could have only
few doLen supporters hang
ing up signs for kicks Ron
Pauls has finished at second
place in Nevada Lriuisiana
Maine and Montana while
Rudy iiuliani
Fred Thompson were plac
fourth and fifth and drop-
trillion Many international triu
started using the Euro in their
because of the enormous
has taken Milliom
ing their lives in
because they have
Pneumonia Pop
keep your fingers crossed
to write it but if history
may very well be on
lapse of
tions
What
desperate ne
is Presiden
people tr
lowers
causes
America
country in
rn Id
rhe Towe
words to
Trust me his ideas are great
his website if youre interestc
few bucks while youre there
whatever you want to do
Obarnas character and the
sonality point to man ti
tqgether severely
Senate and lead our country
needed state of rehabilitation
leader that inspires us
chief role isnt as the butt of
television Seriously we
He needs us too the college
to make or break him Lets show the
world were growing up and put someone
other than white Bible-beater in office
law that requires citizens to pay the Federal Income Tax
Not one person claimed that reward because the law can
not be found The US government continues to respond to
those who question the legality of the law with tax audits
fines and imprisonment This is slavery To learn more
about this check out America Freedom to Fascism on
Google Video
Being an Obama supporter at the time discovered
Ron Paul this was all news to me had never heard
politician talk so honestly about the state of our country
_________
and yet so optimistically about the prospect
of peace and returning to our roots He never
pandered to the crowd he was talking to he
just stuck to the principals of the constitution
Had we followed the advice of our founders
we would not have been attacked on 9/Il
because it is our foreign policy of policing the
Middle East and entangling alliances with
countries that has caused the hatred and vio
lence to be directed toward us If we followed
the Constitution we would not have been
________
involved in the Iraq war the Afghanistan war
the Kosovo war the Gulf war etc There
would be less poverty and higher education if the federal
government simply stayed out of the way and let the state
government deal with matters such as these Small decen
tralized government was the intention of our countrys
founders if you dont believe me read the Constitution
Some may say were wasting our time supporting Ron
Paul who has earned only 42 delegates so far What they
fail to comprehend is that this isnt about Ron Paul its
about freedom Its about restoring the US Constitution
the supreme law of the land that has been turned into
worthless piece of paper by the past two decades of
American imperialism its about making sure that we all
have the same opportunities and that we are all treated
equally Ron Paul is the only candidate running for presi
dent who upholds the US Constitution That said will be
voting for Ron Paul on Tuesday April 22 2008 in
Pennsylvanias state primary will also be voting for Ron
Paul on November 2008 in the presidential election
even if have to write in his name
Ar
Bar the Vote
By ANTHONY SCOLES
Staff Writer
The
By the time the Pennsylvania Primary
comes around in April the Democratic
nomination may already be locked down
Although theres been talk that we could
see the first brokered convention since
1952 Obamas recent surge is making such
an outcome seem unlikely Theupcoming
Do we partici
pate in the pol
itics of cynicism
or the politics
of hope
By ADAM OCHONICKI
Contributor
Since the first issue of The Tower hit in fall ..r 000 showed up to hear Ron Paul speak at
2007 Ive had this nagging urge to get my thoughts in on the Philadelphia Constitution Center in November and
matter it was in that issue that Kristian Glover wrote an over $20 million dollars were raised by supporters in the
article in which reflected upon the 2004 election In fourth quarter of 2007 To be fair rallies and donations
this piece myself and few friends were the unnamed dont win elections votes do If youre up on your 2008
characters of the story It went something like this.. election news you know that Ron Paul has been trailing
freshman girl went to vote for the first time Being apa- in third or fourth place throughout the primary season in
thetic towards the candidates she was planning to vote for the republican election Now third and forth place will not
George Bush because her family is republican Three win the nomination but its interesting that candidate
who beat front-runners Rudy Giuliani Fredof us in the back seat of the van pleaded
with her on the ride to the polling
to think for herself and to think
what this tyrant Bush has already done to
destroy our constitution in the first four
years of his presidency The point of
Kristians article was to emphasize the
need to think for yourself independent of
what family or tI media you
so Yet not
recall anyw
has been
tion of what
FOX Associi
pers
the by
FrØedom is
relatively
new idea..
tyranny
ancient
Dr Ron Paul
never
________
Paul opened my eyes
to the fact that our government has become
ed about the entirely too involved into our lives For those of you who
It may be all work to pay your way through school think about this we
students to will be working until April to pay the Federal Income Tax
believe for to the US government That is 1/3 of the output you pro
anything but duce stolen by your government But the income tax is
bout the issues that actu- necessary to pay for government services you say
Negative Pubic education for example is paid for
through property tax Every dollar collected in income tax
is used solely to pay off the interest on the money we bor
row from the Federal Reserve Bank The Federal Reserve
is about as federal as FedEx They are not government
entity but an independently operated non-regulated
internationally funded banking cartel which loans money
to the US government at interest Not only that but the
Federal Income Tax is completely illegal That is to say
there is not US law in existence that requires citizens to
pay the income tax In the year 2000 $50000 challenge
was issued in the form of full-page ad in the USA Today
The money would be awarded if someone could find the
te myself with
ing the media
hope to bring
ye heard about
as the crazy
yet Eve to all the democ
rat and republican candidates and Ron Paul is the only one
who makes sense to me As Tyler Peckham so eloquently
stated in the February 5th issue of The Tower Ron Paul
supporters consist of group of twenty or so people that
only come out at night to put Ron Paul signs in random
places like its some kind of joke Its no joke though
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Vaginas Talk Arcadia Listens
dictably is look at sexuality according to six-year-old
While stretches of the show were outrageously funny short skit about moaning
was crowd favorite the evening had somber undertone Club president Maddy
Last weekend Arcadia celebrated its fourth year as vagina friendly university For Brener began her introduction by asking members of
the audience who had been or knew
the Women campus female activist club commemorated the occasion with The Vagina someone who had been affected by rape or domestic violence to stand With more than
Monologues by Eve Ensler Thirty actresses dressed in red and black took the stage in
half of the auditorium on its feet she reminded those of us seated that it was more like
Stitler Auditorium to denounce cultural stereotypes spread information about the plight ly we were unaware than
unaffected Throughout the production humorous scenes were
of woman around the world and rejoice in their femininity juxtaposed with not-so-happy
facts grounding the night firmly in the realm of social
The V-Day project started more ten years ago when Ensier interviewed activism
two hundred woman about their vaginas These interviews eventually mor-
the play is designed as an
phed into the monologues For eighteen five to ten minute skits they serve
ool and promoted by V-Day
remarkably insightful look into life as woman In her original investigr
lobal movement designed to
Ensler talked to woman of differing ages races ethnicities and sexual against
woman and girls
tation The monologues maintain much of that variety Because He Lib uses benefit productions
of
Look At It performed by and Founder Eve Easiers
Boring tells the story woman who winning play The Vagina
fell in love with her sexual self ues
to raise funds and aware-
thanks to wonderful experience
violence against woman To
with man In contrast My Vagina have raised over $45 million
Was My Village performances by Arcadias event went to
Christa Greagori and ripaign
Students Active
Rothschild is the two-part lament tape SAFER Womans
savagely violated woman They Eontgomery County and
Beat the Girl Out of My Boy Or Sukkat Shelter of Peace
They Tried tells the story of transsexuals This winter marks the charitys tenth year in existence and Arcadias
fourth year par-
The Little Coochi Snorcher That Could ticipating And if the enthusiastic turn-out is any indication it certaihly wont be the last
recounts life-changing homosexual experi- time vagina is the buzz word in Murphy Hall
ence and Six-Year-Old Was Asked pre
Wcigi To SIX5I2i
luivive Yout Exei
By DEREK TRACEY
Stports Editor
What defines mosquito They are always flying around never having any real purpose and by the time that you notice you have one in
your sights its far to late and the damage has been done With one little bite you can become completely engulfed in feeling that you cant
get rid of And the more you try to scratch away for some relief the more your arm swells and you cant bend it for days Boom thats all it
takes one little bite and everything you had planned suddenly comes to halt What defines an Ex The exact same thing only without the
biting that came earlier in your relationship
Arcadia University literally enrolls thousands of people Yet every time that you dont look your best or worse feel your best it seems
like your Exes are standing around every corner Whether its in line at The Chat studying at the table next to you at the Library or on the tread
mill on the opposite side of the gym youre bound to run into them somewhere However despite what you might initially think there are some
things that you can do to stop the pest before you become victim to it again
Invest in wig dark black sunglasses and flee Ill be honest its viable option Were all adults and we can pretty much do or move
anywhere we deem fit In theory you could transfer out to escape your problem However advise against this While it does sound appeal
ing even to me sometimes where are you really going to go With the exception of rural Alaska or becoming celibate monk there will always
be new and improved Ex to upset your life with And as for Alaska its far too cold and knowing your luck youll end up bumping into
Polar Bear and getting eaten
Throw your En 101 book at the little bloodsucker...um the Mosquito that is
Metaphorically speaking you will want to hurt your Ex they way he or she had hurt you Unfortunately you cant hurt the feelings of an Ex
Its impossible and even if you try youll never know if you succeeded because they will never let it be seen on their face At best you might
get glimpse of anger but thats usually followed by retaliation And the only thing worse than an uncomfortable moment with passive-aggres
sive ex is Public Display of War in the middle of The Chat with everyone watching you...trust me
Television shows are not reality Stop thinking that they are and expecting life to turn out that way While the problems are in fact pos
sible in the real word the solutions never happen that way By you bringing around your new girl/boy friend your ex will not suddenly real
ize how amazing you are and plead with you to come back This isnt The O.C and while you might see yourself as Ryan or Marissa your Ex
is definitely not the counterpart
Come to terms with them
Everyone has complaints in relationship Once it ends the complaints seem to multiply and both people feel they were the victims Admit
to yourself that you both screwed up at some point and that while it may hurt now and maybe little forever you really are both better off
Think about everything that you hated about them We all have our annoying quirks some definitely more than others Every time you
think of how much you miss them stop and think about all the things that they did to aggravate you Some you might want to include are hog
ging the bed covers being overly snuggly overly overbearing and inquisitive and sounds- snoring laughing ext HOWEVER before you do
this make sure to think about yourself For me this works and wonder how ever dated that horrid creature For others they realize that
they do in fact really miss their Ex and want them back When in doubt dont think about them at all
DO NOT try to win them back This is pretty self.explanatory Dont try to win back your love If its meant to happen one day some
thing will just click and it will But do not try to plot scheme or stalk so that you can meet up unexpectedly and strike up conversation
You broke up and if something is meant to happen then just let it happen Dont force it dont obsess about it and please dont bother your
friends about it Ask once or twice or even three times but no more than that Otherwise youre gonna need to devise plan to make new
friends
Its never going to be the way that it was This one hurts admit it The worse thing about an Ex is remembering how close you two were
and how horrible you are to each other now You think back to the basic things you did and how much better they were with them Things like
laundry Sunday night T.V or even homework always felt better back then Fm not going to lie They were better back then But youre not
hopeless now Those things can still be fun with your friends
Im not naive and am fully aware that friend is not an adequate replacement for relationship but they are still important The truth is
and know your not going to agree with me on this but it wasnt all that amazing back then Honestly the TV on the couch with the blanket
scenario that you keep revisiting was probably prefaced with fight of some sort and followed by one as well Also even if you did get back
together it will never be like it was At this point what you miss is relationship not the individual person We cant ever get the past back
but we can move forward and eventually you will find relationship again the laundry/snuggle time too
srv
flIttMS
By ANDY WHITEHOUSE
Contributor
Photo courtesy of Amy Longo
Cast of The Vagina Monologues
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Zooming in beeline towards the Dining Hall every
day little do students realize the stories that lie behind
one of those hastily passed doors in the hallway between
Thomas and Dilworth Even were they to peer inside
appearances could be deceiving an elderly lady quietly
working on research
But if student were to enter that doorway and ask
Miriam Moss Arcadia Universitys Principal
Investigator to tell about her first study abroad trip the
unfolding story might be surprising
On one such visit Moss pulled out an old tattered
brown book trimmed with gold ribbon actually found
she exclaimed excitedly Opening it
plained that she had been one of the par
ulia then Beaver Colleges second trip
exper
49 For Moss that
abroad
very few of us
had just finishedca rom Beaver
my sophomore year at Swarthmore actually
The journey overseas would have been sharply dif
ferent for Arcadias original study abroad students
Instead of flying the group traveled across the ocean by
ship journey lasting several days Moss reported that
they set sail from New York in troop ship called the
Marine Tiger
Once they arrived despite the destruction left over
from the end of World War II the group managed to see
quite bit of Europe
After spending some time on the British Isles the
group headed out to see the rest of Europes mainland
Moss spent few moments reminiscing turning pages
We went to Bruges then Antwerp.. We ate horse meat
and went to hostels-we were not told it was horsemeat
until later she added We drove through Germany
Luxembourg and Switzerland
Her experience abroad with Arcadia seems to have
left lasting impression on Moss who has worked at the
university for three and half years now
We stayed in hostels we stayed in dormitories she
said smiling at the memories We carried duffels
think It seemed so short We saw all these places and it
was marvelous
Stories like Mosss are exactly what Arcadia hopes to
bring forward during this years Celebration of Study
Abroad reports Lori Batter Director of University
Relations
As Bauer explained This js chance to go back and
get some oral history from people to talk about it and go
By JENNIFER PIIILHOWER
Staff Writer
Since the beginning of Arcadia Universitys Spring
semester students and faculty members alike have found
way to unwind and relax after the most stressful of days
How is such seemingly impossible task accomplished
By participating in the Moving Meditation program thats
how Sponsored by the Wellness Services Moving
Meditation provides any and all eager participants
with way to release tension from both the mind and
body
Springing from an idea planted by two Arcadia
students the program is quickly blossoming into
great success The two-day-per-week program is
lead by Korea native Deoksang Jo current student at
the Won Institute located on Easton Road When
asked about the activity Deoksang says think
meditation is way of life and way to love your
self.. We sometimes forget ourselves and medita
tion is tool to help us reconnect
However meditation is only one aspect this pro
gram has to offer In every session participants are guid
ed through variety of stretches and exercises borrowed
from Yoga Tai-chi and Qigong The concept of the mov
ing meditation itself originates from Buddhist tradition
but boasts distinctly modern flavor
Much of the Celebration is focused towards this
summers event when Arcadia will send group includ
ing alumni and faculty over to Europe to commemorate
the original 1948 trip through few days of bicycling
This should precede the takeoff of new summer study
abroad program in Paris We would like to get some stu
dents involved as well Bauer noted
At its 60th anniversary of sending students overseas
Arcadia has proclaimed it good time for the university
to start focusing on its study abroad history and how it
translates to the present
Not all of what were doing is merely celebration of
what happened sixty years ago Bauer clarified lot of
it is about celebration of what were doing now and
what our students are doing
And just what are those students doing now How
about jetting off to Italy Greece or even Australia for
semester to name few of the popular destinations
Ever since students began to take advantage of
Arcadias study abroad offerings as far back as the Os
the possibilities have continued to grow Now Arcadia
has programs in 13 countries across the world
Also included in every session is group discussion
which helps participants reflect on how the exercises
breathing and stretching alike have made them feel
Interestingly enough not everyone has the same thoughts
and reactions toward the process Everyone is different
said Deoksang To pieet multiple de-stressing needs the
program constantly moves through different phases
exploring various movement rou
tines Almost every week some
thing is different confirms
Deoksang
Laura Rodgers First-Year
Grad student and avid program
iant enjoys this continuous
progression lot of the move
build off of previously
ed movements she explains
the weeks you may get
series of poses that go
No matter what stretch or
pose is being taught achieving balance and relaxation
remains Moving Meditations overall goal Finding calm
ness and clarity amidst homework-laden lifestyle is
tricky task Through Moving Meditation this goal
becomes readily attainable First-Year Undergrad Dana
Arcadia makes it so
that for many students
to eventually go abrc
Martel says
gone abroad that hL ring
ences other students to go
word of mouth she added
As for what the Celebration will actually involve
during this semester plans still remain in the works
Bauer reports that there may be few speakers or aca
demic-type events such as lectures or class of some
kind
We want big component of it to be students and
alumni telling us their stories and what they leamed from
their experiences she explained Any students who have
traveled and wish to share their photos or videos with the
rest of the community should definitely come forward
she said
In the spirit of the Celebration Moss advises every
student to take advantage of Arcadias many offerings
around the world and just go Its fun to study abroad
when youre young she laughed
Blechman feels that the program offers benefits that
extend beyond the hourly session think after Ive done
this number of times Ill leam to incorporate the pos
tures into my daily routine she claims This is primary
goal of the Meditations program to show people way to
incorporate meditation into their hectic lives to help
reduce stress and establish overall tranquility
Considering how fantastic the benefits of meditation
are it is bewildering why so few students take time to give
it try Current participation in Moving Meditations
Thursday evening session is usually no more than 10 peo
ple Tuesday afternoons program is frequented by as few
as three What is the root cause behind this lack of inter
est Perhaps interest is not the problem at all Just as
Rodgers said You walk around campus seeing signs for
Moving Meditation and you think should do that
The Moving Meditation program is offered Tuesdays
p.m.-2 p.m in Heinz Lounge and again on Thursdays
630 p.m.-730 p.m in either Library Gallery or Castle
Landing Participation is free and there are plenty of yoga
mats to go around If you have been curious about the pro
gram and want to check it out stop by during any session
and get involved Think about it besides lot of unwant
ed stress what do you have to lose
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Knights Nook Questions for the ladies E-mail them atKnightsNook@gmaiicom
Arcadias Wise Women answer ALL of your questions about love life and the library
On Wednesday night February 6th Arcadia
Universitys Office of Multicultural Studies held the first
leadership seminar of this semester Civility in Action in
the University Gallery Room The key speaker of the night
was Wesli Spencer co-founder of the Neo-Underground
Railroad Conductors NURC and recent graduate of
James Madison University who specializes in social
activism His primary goal was to convey message of
hope and encouragement to the student leaders of the
Arcadia community
After brief introduction given by Dr Lathardus
Goggins the primary organizer of the event Spencer
stood in front of the group of 17 students and faculty
members emitting raw energy in every syllable of his
speech Spencer began by explaining bit of his back
ground citing his most valued childhood activity as going
to church With that said he utilized the same exercise as
his childhood pastor and began dialogue with the audi
ence members He would say Neighbor followed by
another statement ending with This is not game The
end of the dialogue gave the audience sixty seconds to
find another seat and settle in with new neighbors
Spencer employed this exercise to give everyone an
opportunity to see different aspects of his presentation in
different place giving them new perspectives He began
by asking the audience what their definition of social
activism was and moved on to explain his view and his
inspirations as social activist His presentation took
some very interesting turns ranging from his description
of Harriet Tubman as gangster to his personal anec
dotes that illustrated his journey as student leader in
social activism on national level
lot of his presentation focused on the NURC He
began by detailing the organizations inception after being
inspired by the Dr Carroll F.S Hardy National Black
Student Leadership Conference After attending the con
ference and becoming aware of many problems facing the
Black community Spencer and his classmates decided to
act They formed NURC and with the help of Dr Hardy
were given the opportunity to hold their own workshop on
the mobilization of Black student activists They envi
sioned letter writing campaign which they planned to
launch at the conference called Pushing the Envelope
Although their campaign didnt bring the results they had
hoped for they did carry it out and the important lesson
Inspires
___
was that as studentsey could organize and
get things done
The NURCs next project was inspired
by the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina They
decided after seeing all of the damage and
the terrible conditions in New Orleans that
they would do something to help In March
2006 they organized 200-400 students every
week to travel down to Louisiana and help
clean up the Lower 9th Ward Spencer
described the group in comparison to
original underground railroad saying
Underground Railroad was about
cal chains of slavery The Neo-Underground
Railroad is about freeing people from the
chains of mental slavery
By the end of 2006 they had organized
students all over the east coast and had raised
over $80000 through donations to carry out
their projects Everything they accomplished
was carried out solely by students for students and at the
end of 2006 they applied to make the NURC an official
business Currently they are going through the process of
becoming Non-Profit organization
Spencers presentation struck chord with many
attendees When he opened up the floor for questions
many students had important issues to speak up about
Barbara Huggins President of the Student Activist Club
mentioned her interest in the issue of Child Welfare
reforms and Renneth Grey spoke about the bad treatment
of Native Americans in this country Spencer gave every
one encouragement to organize and do something about
their issues He gave some great tips on keeping students
interested in different causes like making mission state
ments for each project and not to be discouraged if the stu
dents involved in your cause are coming and going
The most important lesson Spencer shared with the
group was not to worry about where your group will end
up but to focus on where your group is going and not just
how you will get there Speaking about the NURC he said
We just knew we had passion and vision and we fig
ured out our road map as we went along He ended the
presentation by urging everyone in attendance to vote in
the upcoming Presidential Primaries in Pennsylvania
Reminding everyone that voting is basic human right
and not everyone has that right he said Dont forget to
vote because you have to be actively engaged
His message was very well received by the Arcadia
community and many student leaders are currently
attempting to organize and tackle some major issues Just
40 minutes after leaving the seminar Huggins sent out
student activist all call in an e-mail inviting every club on
campus to her Student Activist Club meeting Already she
and many like her are taking stand against important
issues Spencer shared with the group his one wish saying
hope that some day somebody in this room can teach
me something about social activism
It looks like his wish is on its way to becoming real
ity Huggins had very strong reaction to the event saying
liked the excitement and renewal Wesli gave me As
fellow student activist sometimes its hard to imagine
doing something so huge .. Students generally care
about the things around them and they generally get upset
at issues such as the current Uganda human rights viola
tions
.. However the outlet isnt there for them to
express their feelings and emotions think Arcadia as
whole needs to upheave us students from our comfortable
desk seats in order to do something about the issues
around us It inspired me to know that can get group of
people together and send out thousands of emails/letters
and left knowing that have lot of work to do
For more information on the Neo-Underground
Railroad Conductors visit www.NURC.org For more
information on this seminar and others like it you can find
the Office of Multicultural Affairs on Blackboard or visit
the Student Affairs Office in Knight Hall
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Dear Miss Majestic
have very serious problem My professor who is also my advisor keeps making
passes at me He looks at me like Im steak and makes inappropriate comments dur
ing class lot of my friends say that Im probably overreacting but dont think Jam
Im afraid to say something to him because dont want it to affect my grade My GPA
is flawless and want to keep it that way cant drop the class and do Ill have to
go through him anyway so theres no point What shouldldo dont want to keep feel
ing uncomfortable but dont want to make big fuss and draw attention to myself
There are different standards when youre guy and tell my parents they will be
shocked that it has even gotten to this point More importantly Im really embarrassed
Ifeel like Im trapped in Ljfetime movie ..Help
Creeped Out Dude
Dear Creeped
This IS quite serious and suggest that you deal with it with that amount of sever
ity Sexual harassment can truly have an effect on both the victim and the aggressor My
suggestion is that you determine first what you want to come of this situation He is
your professor first and unless you want to deal with this every time youre in his pres
ence than you have to figure out what is best If you are afraid to confront him which
take it that you are then leave it up to administrators on campus to do so Bring your
concerns to their attention and let them take care of the rest Relationships between stu
dents and professors should be cordial but very professional if you dont shed light on
his behavior who will Faculty are held to strict code of conduct just like students and
things like this should NEVER happen know you feel victimized and maybe you
should visit Counseling Services and they may be able to help you talk out you feelings
But remember none of this is your fault Talk to your family to let them know what has
been going on They have right to know that their son is safe on campus no matter
what Good luck and hope everything works out
Miss Majestic
Dear Miss Petunia
Jam torn between two majors and dont know what to do have taken all of
the science requirements in order to complete biology majorfor the past two years
thought that is what wanted to do Maybe it still is.. but also love painting
have taken couple ofpainting courses and now that is all want to do with my time
love it think my parents will kill me for adding another semester to my degree in
order to complete BFA They would also be angry because would be switching to
degree that might make it hard for me to find ajob later in my career Im not sure
what to do
Confused Artist
Dear Confused Artist
One of the greatest things an education offers is chance to learn more about
yourself and where you fit into the world You and most likely your parents have
invested thousands of dollars so that you can do this effectively It sounds to me like
making this decision between the two majors is an essential part of this process of
growth Embrace it and dont be scared of the decision you make Assure your par
ents that the world is full of art from magazines and billbords to murals on walls
and teaching in schools If you have passion and talent for it and you dedicate your
self ajob will follow The sooner you make this decision and trust yourself the bet
ter you will feel Arrange to talk about this situation with your advisor Also you
should talk to the advisor in the painting department about future jobs and any other
concerns you have In the end make sure that do what is best for you This is your
future you are creating not your parents Trust yourself and good luck
-Miss Petunia
Civility in qlction
By JENNIFER PACHECO
Associate Editor
1rcacia Conr
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Students at Arcadia often come into contact
with many different employees but they may not
interact closely with them Conversation sometimes
ends with quick hello or how are you But
sometimes there is person who stands out who
embraces students with kindness and who obvious
ly enjoys his job
Josh Freeman has been on the janitorial staff at
Arcadia for fur months now He is 65 years old
retired and he was in the military The Philadelphia
native who currently lives in Mount Airy is one of
13 children His big family consisted of his father
preacher and other relatives who are ministers as
well Religion plays big part in his life and he says
that it helps keep all things in order Josh Freeman
has been happily married to his wife for 41 years
He has three sons and has 12 grandchildren The
man with the big family has big heart as well
After being retired from company in
Montgomery County for two years he did some
traveling Freeman explained that he was used to
being energetic his whole life and that being retired
caused him to have lot of down time Some time
last year the mixed gray-haired retiree was at
Michaels Restaurant which is directly across from
Arcadia gazed across the street at the campus
and thought why not go over and fill out an applica
tion Freeman remembered After filling out the
application he waited It was only couple weeks
later that he got call back get the call and was
offered the job and now here am he said
At an interview in the Chat the five clock
dinner crowd of students were around Hey how
are you Freeman reacted to familiar student to
him In describing his daily duties as janitor
Freeman casually stated Well come in and check
the restrooms for trash clean the restrooms sim
ply just keep the buildings that am assigned to
clean clean like you would like your own home to
be try and do that as best as can really dont
feel under pressure maintain my sanity and just
get the job done
What does Freeman think is the best part of
working on campus Interacting with students is
the best part he says get chance to meet dif
ferent students and have chat with them every now
and then By having positive personality with
everyone that come into contact with plays big
role in how function on the job bad attitude is
not necessary Freeman adds One student told me
that was her sunshine and sort of spiritual advis
er to them You catch the Nuggets game the other
night he asked male student passing by He went
out of his way when he didnt have to just to say
hello or to chat with someone
Asked what makes him tick Freeman replied
dont like to see students with their heads down We
all have journey in life to go through When see
students who are not taking the college opportunity
serious or if they are overwhelmed by classes it
makes me feel for them just like to remind stu
dents that it will all be worth it in the end and to
keep on pushing Asked if there were any really
tough part about his job he responded Well now
that you asked would say that lifting the tables
around here is the hardest part he said jokingly
Freeman is enjoying life and has settled in at
Arcadia feel secure spiritually mentally and
financially couldnt ask for more
Josh Freeman is wise man full of energy who
has no intentions of stopping now If you have met
him than you would know the warmth that comes
over you when you see him Josh Freeman is
prime example of what we all sometimes strive to
be at all times kind positive and loving Take
Freemans advice dont be afraid to be friendly
When walking past someone you dont know all it
takes is second to stop and say one word hello
Lt to support BAS Natalie Harris proclaimed And to
participation This was the biggest turn out Ive ever
TKIIW rWLoU
It is that time of year again when we see those green vests and
boxes at every street corner It is my mission to stalk them Well
not just me do have partner in crime will call him Tim
no to easy How about McLaughlin Im always so bad with
picking out code names Whenever walk into Willow Grove mall
and see that table set up in front of that Sunglass Hut know oh
know will be giving all my money to those 4-foot-greemvested-
trollops Thin Mints are my favorite Mr loves that peanut butter
one When was little my Dad would buy obscene amounts of girl
scout cookies so much in fact that think it was because of my
Dad our neighbor got some kind of patch for most cookies sold
Yea we have an addiction So every year when those girl scouts are
seen popping up in front of every Acme and local shopping mall
am taken back to the winters with my Dad eating Thin Mints with
milk in front of the fire he built The Boy Scouts also try to get in
the game with their popcorn sales but they know they have to
know they are far second place to the cookies Its just magical
time of year
And let me shift into another good-old American past time
American Gladiators And my all time favorite Gladiator Wolf My
oh my where did they find that Trailer Fabulous man hear by
call him the poster boy no man no.. goliath for Trailer Fabulous
For those of you who havent watched American Gladiators
g000000 Waaaaaaatch You will not regret it The best hour of you
Monday nights Where else can you spend an hour watched foot
tall 300 pound men and women beat the crap out of these poor 5S
100 pound girls and boys Its wonderfully unfair show This is
why it kills in the ratings Like cops Americans like to watch oth
ers get arrested killed beat up raped etc from their warm cozy
couch drinking Budweiser scratching their balls in the comfort
of their own home
Another good Monday night ritual those horribly addictive
facebook applications My favorite are those bumperstickers Who
thinks them up must send like day to my one friend because
as soon as you think you have found the perfect one that defines one
of your inside jokes perfectly you click to the next page and 8AM
theres another sticker that does 150% better job than the one you
chose just minutes ago
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cMS Va1Tentine c/Jay Coffeliouse
By ELISHIA PETERSON love to different things like Politics
Staff Writer Mason was not the only performer who had something to say about love Off cam
pus guests read angry poems and some soft and sweet poems However most poems
On Friday February 8th 2008 Arcadia Universitys Black Awareness Society hosted were more angry than most Their reasoning could be that Valentines Day is about love
their annual Valentines Day Coffeehouse This event was to create an atmosphere of love but their interpretation of it can go in many different directions
where tudents could spend the night with that special someone or just with some friends When one performer was unsure if his poem was appropriate to read Natalie Harris
Performances included spoken word poetry and open mic The coffeehouse had nice assured everyone that it was An open event and freedom of speech From that moment
turn out as people filled the seats in the Chat Performance oems reaçl had no limitations performers were free to read and per-
Admission was free to everyone so anyone could pass by and listen tt whatever they liked Senior Kyle Fisher who had his own music
thoughts on love rmed rap about wantmg to get to know girl without rushing into
This is the organizations event to celebrate Valentines Day To many performers love meant so many different things
display talent within Arcadia as well as in the community 1fter the singing trio and the angry and the sweet poems came the
Natalie Hams Semor and President of BAS
Lt of the evening An off campus young man named rapped
Junior Andrew Brooks and First-Year student Ashley Kesler seri one expected what would come out of his mouth Many may have
as the Coffeehouses Masters of Ceremonies and they kept the audier assumed that A.J would be rapping about the usual cars clothes and
involved In between each performance the pair asked questions women But this guy rapped about his love for God and the love he has
cerning Valentines Day The first person to answer and he rapped the audience listened on his rendition about
right was awarded things like heart shaped chocolate or chocoL Eio was in car accident thought that he would die but
spelled out LOVE The first question of the evening was \VL He survived the accident and was grateful to be alive
Valentines Day named after The answer which was St Valen
granted an audience member sweet treat
At 800pm the event began with heartfelt performance by Exalted Mover
gospel choir Nation of Zion The trio belted out RB artist Musiq ulchilds
Love The singing students who wore red soulfully sang about be close MC Andrew Brooks announced he had some
ing someone and how it makes you feel The crowd of about fifty people
sp He returned to the stage with flowers for his girl-
performance as they cheered on friend the aw this was the one year anniversary for him and his girl-
As the night progressed more people were reading poetry Some poems were the friend Junior Alycia Brooks gave his sweetheart her favorite sunflowers As
heartbreak poems while others were the Im in love with you poems Some perform- the audience did their Awws the event ended
ers had their own twists on love Jessica Mason an Arcadia University Alum of 2006 put
Just like Valentines was filled with love and surprises If you have
spin on what she thought about love Love is your heart thumping and beating beat- sweetheart or if you dont it and possibly tell someone in your life simply that
ing and thumping she assured the audience Mason who read three of her own person- you love them Happy Valentines Day
al poems was very creative on how she felt Occasionally she metaphorically compared
Meet 3osh
Profile of JanItor
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Staff Wroter
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He Said She Said The Towers Record Review
The Mountain Goats
The Sunset Tree
By JACOB SCALICI
Entertinment Editor
Portugal The Man
Church Mouth
By KAITLYN FOTI
Editor-in-Chief
Cordatene
The Blue ep
He Said Since 1991 John
Darnielles main project The
Mountain Goats has been an
outlet for the singer/songwriter as
he illustrates his life through each
album On 2005s The Sunset
Tree Darnielle takes look back
at his childhood through detailed
lyrics and b-fl folk Songs like
You or Your Memory and Up
the Wolves are bouncy some
what Celtic sounding tunes
Dilaudid is angry but not
aggressive with its beautiful
string arrangement while Dinu
Lipattis Bones sounds infinitely
sad The Sunset Tree isnt imme
diately infectious but after few
listens Darnielles memories
become sad musical story that is
hard to forget
4.5/5
He Said Off of two electronic
tinged art-rock efforts Alaskas
Portugal The Man took look
back while still moving forward
on 2007s classic rock flavored
Church Mouth The album takes
Portugal The Mans atmospheric
approach and cooks it in classic
rock and southern blues Shade
has chorus melody youve heard
million times though youd
never realize it Church Mouth
offers some big riffs ala Bellies
are Full and Children as well
as some killer hooks like the
ekectronic undertone of
Cinnamon Sugar or the rise and
fall of Sleeping Sleepers Sleep
Church Mouth is definite top
ten of 2007 album the muddy
rock and trippy extra production
touches create this heavy humid
feeling like New Orleans blues
on Monterey Purple
5/5
He Said
li
the
throws
on it The result
stories that are son
way catchy and
Would it Have
sounds incredibly
has the melody to
easily Imaginary
the gates brash
steam as
the throttle down
isnt anything special its
catchy brief little
full album that woi
ably long even
brevity
3/5
She Said The Mountain Goats
are intellectually superior indie
folk-pop lets get that right up
front The Mountain Goats think
theyre better than you The thing
is they have the goods to back it
up Almost constantly recording
since 1991 the 2005 release The
Sunset Tree is their most concen
trated and diverse collection of
definitive
songs to date The
album reaches the full potential
of the bands depth and skill as
they move away from their for
mer b-fl production style while
still maintaining good deal of
the minimalist charm that
endeared them to fans Singer
John Darnielle has an eerily dis
arming voice his literary refer
ences will go right over your
head and his songs are painful
with the slightest overtone of
optimism Its musical
masochism but it hurts so good
She Said Somewhere between
The White Stripes and The Mars
Volta lies Portugal The Man
Although with band this good
you hate to compare them to any
one else The soul and intensity
heard in Church Mouth is rare
find The album starts out on
high note with the title track and
it only gets better The second
you start to get overpowered by
the dynamic duel attack of guitar
and drums they relieve some of
the pressure with the rhythmic
My Mind and the melodic
Shade The second to last track
Sleeping Sleepers Sleep
should be the last track ending
with the lyrics it never ever rains
if you never cry/and you never
have to mourn if you never ever
die and then fading into heart
beat drumming that repeats itself
after the forgettable closing song
Sun Brother
She Said The band may be gone
but that doesnt stop fans from
discovering or rediscovering one
of the best kept secrets of the
Philadelphia underground rock
scene The Blue e.p released in
2003 is the short and sweet high
point of Cordalenes rise and fall
The music is catchy with hint
of early Beatles heartthrob rock
laden with the angst of rejection
and frustration Best personified
by the final song on the record
Little Red Book- an edgy syn
copated dance song about heart
break- the album is purely fun
and free of any false intentions
about trying to revolutionize the
way its done Considering the
bands recent demise maybe
honesty isnt always the best pol
icy
3.5/5
She SaidAfter three songs off of
Wolves you think you have the
band pegged Oh Theyre one
of THESE bands you think
placing them with dozen other
dare say emo-core filler bands
But the fourth song In Record
Shape destroys that perception
in great way with different
sound and seamless blending of
melody and screami which
then steps into the alIt
of Good Luck Wo
track The somewhat
sound differentiates Idiot
from the rest While the band
seems to play the repetition for
emphasis card bit too often
they use skill over flash to make
this album solid and enjoyable
listen from almost start to fin
ish
3/5
5/5
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Vampire Weekend Cape
Cod Meets Calypso
By STACI CAMPBELL JFSS BROWN
Stq Writer Wriiei
ft whole 58 minutes touching relationship between the The foursome ho all
few during the tvo of et hile attending Columbia _____________
__________
ting University
hac been iiaking
name br tlicmsehes recent-
__________________
thanks to the internet and
their unique styles Ihe hand
made up l-Koenig gui
tar \OCalS Rostam
Hatmaglig keyhoard Chris
_________
Tonison drums and hris
l3aio bass giiitar tigh1l mix
directed as together SOs ne wave ith
classical aim-pop and punk
influences as eIl as indie pop
the in Nieshing
theni all together hat Vampire Weekend is about
dr Forniing in early 2006 the hand gained lhn base aller playing at
and parties around campus and ha been generating huii eer since
by Oanie are istin Named ailer mo ie about vampires Koenig made aller fresh
ewis Gangs from man year ofcollege some songs such as \Valcott are inspired
from the
York 2002 when movie itself Their sound is unable to lit into any one genre yet thats
own oil is with hat iiakes Vampire Vveekcnd refreshiiig
his own blood With catchy songs such as APunk and ixlrd oinma that
sweat and then There Vi11 get stuck in your head tr days its hard not to like their easygoilm
up his wealth on Blood has
charm They set themsel es ap rt lioni other bands out there today
nominated blending in this odd mix olsounds creates surprise lr the is
for eight Oscars
induding Best
to whole 1ircctor Best
vorld where Iron- Perrormance by
tiers still an Actor in
made funny Leading Role
Daniel Day-
oil Lewis and Best
Picture While
as far as we WOuldnt say it
Plaini sas the best
what one m%ie Of the
an oil manS to he year ill deli
handsome and nitely ay that it
ing is very different
be .w pen hut the word boredom from most movies out there
accurately describe the Thats really the oni on
The of the
tener letting theni get diverse selection ofmusic in one album Many
of their songs have laidhack vihe however the band deles ahit
how to deeper by track The Kids Dont Stand Chance by providing
lyrics such as You criticize the practice By murdering their plants
and the The movie does thlfill the ignoring their history Denying them romance The album plays on as
plot one and only promise it makes smoothly as the hand blends in their musical influences Its not polit
Daniel there 1l be blood ical its not emo its not poppm its just good music Pick up the
stare
album and let your ears decide lbr themselves Vampire Veekend is
definitely hand to keep an eye at lr
tsy HUN Ii 11ULL1
Staff Writer
After listening to Kate Nashs first single
Foundations off of her debut album Made of
ricks most think that they just heard new Lily
llen track Although many Lily fans have already
egun to call rip off they should take listen before
udging Kate Nash has managed to mirror the fun
and anecdotal style of Lily Allens A/right Still but
he similarities end with sarcastic and at times crass
lyrics Nash sets herself apart from Allen using an
alternative musical backdrop rather than ska
Twenty-year-old Kate Nash was born in Dublin Ireland and raised in England
vhere she studied the piano and guitar in her youth Nashs seemingly bad luck turned
round year ago when she fell down flight of stairs and broke her foot condemning
ter to bed for three weeks With nothing better to do Nash wrote songs and recorded
hem on her laptop Her fall ultimately led to success landing Nash deals with Moshi
vloshi and Fiction records Made ofBricks was released in the UK in August 2007 and
the United States on January 8th 2008
The songs on Made ofBricks vary in style Some are mellow and calming while oth
rs are catchy and cheerful Nashs subject matter and tone are often compared to Lily
lIens Aside from these obvious similarities there are times throughout the album
where Nashs lyrics seem random and quirky Mouthwash is song where Nash
asserts her uniqueness stating And use mouthwash/Sometimes floss/I got
family/And drink cups often In this song and others similarto it Nashs eccentric style
than one instrument and the sim
plicity ofher voice
Other songs to look out for
from Nash are Pumpkin Soup
and Dickhead Pum
Soup is song about
which has similar mood to
first single off of Lily Al
Airight Still
Dickhead is simple
song with repetitiv
dickhead
Kate Nash has set
ofBricks Made of
singing along after
Kate Nash has God Foundation with il/lade of Bricks
resembles that Ot egina pexxor
In addition to her ability to play the acoustic and electric guitar Nash has some train
ing on the drumssynth bass and piano Her training on these different instruments add
to the at times sporadic musical styles featured in Made ofBricks The LP includes Iai
back acoustic songs as well its bubbly songs with catchy melodies Nashs album als
features tracks like Birds and Merry Happy where the topic is college-age relation
shtps These songs along with
others such as Nicest
dont require much
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Editors i-Pod
Bedlam on the Brain
By JACOB SCALICI
Entertainment Editor
2008 is still fairly new year with lot ofreleases still coming out in the next and halfmonths
fact of the matter is that those releases are going to have to be virtually perfect to be better than the latesi
from the musical collage that is The Mars Volta The Bedlam in Goliath the bands third release since t1
nabashed 2003 debut DeLoused in the Comatorium is full throttle trip through dense technical rock
ust enough of linear thinking to keep the listener wanting more Whether it be Omar Roc
Ifs and seizer like solos Cedric BixlerZava1as mix of soul and shriek or new
nack for rhythmic give and take The Bedlam in Gohath is as accessible as The Mars
vhile managing to stay shrouded in veil of cacophony and virtuosity
Since the end ofAt the Drive-In Omar Rodnguez Lopez and Cedric Bixler-Zavala have pushed
ts of new millennium rock with the formation of The Mars Volta the bands sound has become more
ished album after album while also changing both in composition and approach DeLoused
Comatorium is prog punk coming out party for the band an album teeming with unexpected
rowess and udder insanity Its follow up Frances the Mute shows TMV at their most abstract and
long takes of feedback give way to Mexican grooves separated with blasts of Rodriguez-Lopez fret
igniting guitar work not to mention mostly Spanish lyrics Finally TMVs third release Amputechture an
ilbum often criticized for its confined claustrophobic feeling is more versatile Volta where jazz and
Crimson live on the same street On The Bedlam in Goliath The Mars Volta take little lesson from c. iem into one killer album
From the outset The Bedlam in Goliath is loud and brash The opener Aberinkula starts the album off with all members of the band at breakneck speed pace which does-
nt even remotely slow down until the end of the second track Metatron The third traci
Illyena is the most danceable pop-savvy cut The Mars Volta have ever done The replacemen
of drummer Jon Theodore with Thomas Pridgen really shows on this song Theodore may be
more bombastic rhythm man but Pridgen is seemhigly better fit for Rodriguez-Lopez and thi
rest of TMV as he sprinkles just about every ridiculous beat he can think up into Illyena am
still manages to leave room for the rest of the band to work in Wax Simulacrif is the shortes
song The Mars Volta have done response to constant record company pressure for single bu
even at just over two minutes Bixier-Zavalas sporadic vocals and stuttering backbeat make thc
song anything but conventional The track that really makes The Bedlam in Goliath tick is thc
surprisingly mid-tempo jam Goliath The track features Tom Morello like rythmn guita
line and Bixler-Zavala turning the falsetto down for bit Rodriguez-Lopez lingers around oi
Goliath only to throw out two liquid solos smack dab in the middle that are so abrupt youl
wonder where the song went and if its coming back Tourniquet Man is The Mars Voltas oni
slip up really and with the ever so epic Cavlettas the tripped out Agadez and Congugal
Bums their best closer since Take the Veil Cerpin Taxt the mistake is even less noticeable
Like any TMV album The Bedlam in Golicith has concept to go along with the music Th
story is based around the stories that supposedly came from haunted Ouija type device tha
Rodriguez-Lopez got on trip to Jerusalem the haunting got so bad Rodriguez-Lopez flew bac
Jerusalem and buried the Soothsayer somewhere In recent issue of Rolling Stone
said This album was just pure madness was fighting to keep my sanity
songs are shorter and more concise then ever before even some of the lyric
nake sense oliath is sonic panic The Mars Volta seem to be constantly trying to
consoli
rate their sound while exr have become the source for some
of the most daring intelligent music of our time
WTeapons_of J\lusic tionThe Mars Voltas Road to ODliath
sounds
on in what seems to be such
ng on the styles that make it up and in
Frances the Mute
2005
3.5/5
Amputeehture
2006
The SoundAbstract and murky
Frances is an exercise in listen
ing Buenos Suerte
4/5
The Tracks Cygnus AB
Miranda the Ghost that Just isnt
Holy Anymore
The Sound Moments of eerie
calm divided by riffs and horns
abundant Some say The Volta at
thier laziest more like thier most
diverse
Moment of Truth Bixie
Zavalas Spanish rants are enter
taing but on almost every track
Rodriguez-Lopez goes for the
juggular with some JimmyPage
like solos LVia LViaquez is
flooded with them
The Tracks Tetragrammation
Meccamputechture Day of the
Bamphomets
Moment of Truth The chorus
of Day of the Bamphomets
has so much going on it needs to
come with warning could
make head explode
THesdiiv Fehrnarv 2flfR
along the way If
While We Wait are thoi
and charming as anything in his discog
although its little too heavy-handed and
years too late the wartime reflections in the
track have lasting affect with the lyric Who
needs sleep when weve got love/Who needs keys
when weve got clubs/Who needs please when
weve got guns/Who needs peace when weve
gone above/But beyond where we should have
gone/We went beyond where we should have
gone
Although the sudden twist of semi-current
events is slight detour away from his beaten path
that
yawn tirough
.t those songs
at just the right
the right lighting
beauty in those songs
skip it again The
or sugary
prove to
songs
on the album is the
track Monsoon
port with the bouncy
but spends it with
.p of the ocean
Even the piano gives up
disappearing for most of
songs of status-quo you cant
for sticking with what he knows
Static like every other Jack
Johnson album is caffeine-free French Vanilla
latte of an album It may not wake you up or pack
punch it may be just little too sweet but it leaves
good taste in your mouth
14 Iower
Jack is Back With More of the Same
ENTERTAINMENT
By KAIlLYN FOil
Editor-in-Chief
AJ
The static surrounding the release of Jack you know exactly what youre looking for when you
Johnsons new album was mostly buzz about rad- play Jack Johnson album It just doesnt matter
ical depar re from his acoustic poet there is no evolution of Jack
writers-dc nson He may be plugging in
date It
ir these days but this is no
through sque departure from the
Hes about the only must
an electric gui-
lines
and
on
the
Previously On
By NEIL HUNKINS
Associate Editor
On September 22 2004 millions of viewers watched as
Oceanic Flight 815 crash-landed on an island thus spawning hit
TV show phenomenon with rabid fan base As the 40 passengers
of the middle section of the plane struggled to survive and await
rescue strange occurrences on the island plunged the storyline into
deep sweeping mystery that has propelled the show to great
heights and launched thousand theories ranging from the
the island is actually Purgatory to the bizarre aliens
thing is clear though Lost is show that cannot be missed
In the 90 days that the survivors have lived on the island
much has happened that has raised new questions just as qui
as it has answered old ones To the uninitiated Lost centers aroi
core group of the survivors led by Dr Jack Shepherd rt
leader who finds comfort in problems in need of solving At odds
with Jack is John Locke paraplegic cured of his paralysis the
moment he landed on the island thereby instilling him with faith
in the island unparalleled by any of the other survivors
In Season these two men along with characters Kate
together to make sense of their predicament and the islands
soon learned they were not alone as they encountered Others
supernatural powers and knack for kidnapping
In Season Jack and Co encountered one of the Others
beginning of Season saw Jack Kate and Sawyer taken captive by him
alliances changed as Locke joined Ben to learn more about the island and Jack war against the
Others to rid them as threat Meanwhile woman named Naomi parachuted onto the island from near
by ship and the long-forgotten hope of rescue was suddenly revitalized That hope has been the driving
force thus far in Season which is currently airing
Yet the storyline is not limited to the island itself Through character-cehtric flashbacks in each
episode the past actions of the survivors are explored revealing their sins and their goodness as well as
their connections to each other More recently the Season finale added flash forward element to the
show thereby shifting speculation away from Will they ever get off the island to Why do some of the
rescued survivors want to go back
So far we know that Jack Kate Sayid and another main character Hurley are part of the rescued
Oceanic but as for the fates of the other characters on the island these four remain mum Other puz
zling moments arising out of the most recent episode include the possibility that the island is in some kind
of time warp and the unexpected alliance between Sayid and Ben as Sayid is shown working as an assas
sin for Ben in flash-forward
To those who may be confused by this summation of seasons of Lost fear not The majority of us
hardcore Lost fans are almost equally as mired with questions yet unanswered but it is this very aspect of
the show that makes Lost so compelling The characters are rich with passion and conflict the island is
chock full of mystery and nail-biting action and the genius of the shows writers is what keeps these ele
ments alive and fresh In other words it is never too late to join in and get lost in the fun
Seasons and of Lost are available on DVD Season of Lost currently airs on Thursday nights
it 9pm on ABC
island with
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SPRING SPORTS AT AU
WE REALLY DO CARE
Knight Club
Spotlight
rI
By MEGAN ANDREUZZI
CONTRIBUTOR
Sports are kind of big deal at Arcadia
University As the spring season is coming the
spring sports teams are out practicing and training
Students representing their particular sport by wear
ing AU warm ups from the team can also be seen
throughout the campus
Along with countless intramural sports like
co-ed volleyball the university offers Division 111
spring sports such as lacrosse and softball for
women and baseball golf and tennis for men In the
past two years Arcadia sports have switched from
being pan of the Pennsylvania Athletic
Conference PAC to being NCAA Division III
school in the Middle Atlantic States Athletic
Corporation MASCAC
This season womens lacrosse will be
seeking to improve on last seasons 2-13 record
Danielle Klim sophomore who has
played lacrosse for two seasons at Arcadia offers
her words of support for her coach Cindy Joseph
and this years team love our team We always
have so much fun together and feel that since we
are so close we work well with each other also
like our coach She does great job coming up with
drills and things to work on Klim jokes She
manages to put up with us
Klim also says that she is really excited
for this season because we are in new conference
and it will be great to see how we do
The womens softball team coached by
Linda Detra is coming off very successful 31-10
overall record and 20-2 record in the PAC
As for Arcadias mens baseball team
Sophomore Jason Karlowski who has been playing
for two seasons at Arcadia says about his coach
Kevin Woodbridge couldnt be any happier with
the coach we have He knows how to motivate us
to get to our full potential Hes recently graduated
from Arcadia so he knows how things are and what
we go through and he sympathizes
Last season the team went 24-12 overall
and 17-4 in the PAC
Karlowski also says that he not only is he proud of
his team but he is very excited for the upcoming
2008 season see how hard weve all been work
ing and its going to pay off We play lot of tough
teams and wre going to show them we can play
with the big boys The whole team is ready to go
out there everyday and play as hard as we can and
put some Ws on that standing sheet Show the new
division whos going to be taking control now
Karlowski is more than pumped for the new season
and he encourages the Arcadia community to be just
the same
As for tennis there are seven men playing
this 2008 spring season including Danny Ly
Sophomore on his second season playing for
Arcadia who says love the team We all have
high level of respect for each other Ly also says
that Coach Lak is just like us Hes there when
we need to talk to him Coach Lak isnt just tennis
coach but he coaches us through life and what
hes been through as well helping us make good
decisions and choices We also have Bill and Coco
former graduates of Arcadia Beaver who are
helping us out as well Bill is goof ball but very
encouraging And Coco used to play tennis for
Arcadia so he has some good experience on the
court
Ly is happy to show his pride for his team new and
old players as well am very excited for the new
season Very very Tim Fitzgerald is going to be
starting as number one like previous seasons We
have four new players which makes up for the
other players we lost or could not get this year
Eshaaq Mtz- who is just starting out in tennis but
has lot of potential because he has passion for
tennis Adrell Dalsan- who has been playing tennis
since his junior years Bail Blankenship has
crazy serve And James Liu- played for the soccer
team and is from Beijing China
Returning Senior Tim Fitzgerald was named PAC
player of the year and won the conference singles
title championship The 2007 teams record was 5-6
Danny Ly is very enthusiastic for his team sport
and this upcoming season This year will be tough
but itll be lot of fun and hopefully we get lot of
spectators
The mens golf team headed by coach
Rick Brownell is seeking to improve on last years
seventh place finish at the PAC Championship
Brownell hopes that this season in the MAC
Freedom conference will be betier with one return
ing golfer Andrew Piunkett and first-year Kevin
Gallagher leading the team Kevin is great play
er says Brownell As coach Kevin is one of the
top golfers in the region
Brownell is very hopeful as the 2008 mens golf
team is completely new team this season There
are seven matches throughout this season and con
ference championship believe its in Hershey
PA this year says Brownell We usually play
locally at Lulu Country Club about mile or two
away in North Hills PA
Brownell
says that the team is fun team with
small team usually between 5-7 golfers It is real
ly fun for the guys he says
On top of the excitement and training for
upcoming Spring sports there is great amount of
intramural sports offered at Arcadia The Co-ed
Volleyball team run by Andrew Johnson meets
every Sunday in the Kuch Center gym between
p.m and p.m It starts February 10 2008 All are
welcome to come out and play
Johnson says that volleyball is one of his
favorite sports and that he has been playing ever
since he was younger at the Methodist Church his
family went to Johnson says he was inspired to
bring volleyball team to Arcadia when he attend
ed Beaver College and had to deal with the harsh
realization that there was no mens volleyball team
He got to work and used Kuch Center as perfect
place for him to get time slot It started with him
and his friends playing until the word spread and
the group of friends had great turnout for the unof
ficial sport at the college
Now eight years later Johnson
and finally obtaining the status of ai
mural sport on campus am happy
Co-ed Volleyl in its second
Joelr
Indoor soccer is another spring intramun
sport starting February until March 2008
player roster teams
Sundays from 800
to 1030 p.m Ric
Brownell who is
charge of lot of the
intramural sports at
Arcadia also says
there is an intramural
ketball season
to coming sometime after
spring break
Even if
est or
in playing any of
sports the inner vo
can come out
and support any of
Arcadian sports
spring
BY TERESA BARONE
CONTRIBUTOR
How did you get into dancing
When was three years old my mom enrolled me in Starlet Dance
Studio down in South Jersey My sister had always been dancer and
was always dancing around the house took tap jazz and ballet up
until my senior year in high school
Do you have favorite style of dance
love hip-hop now didnt do any real hip-hop until college where
Toya who was the hip-hop instructor at the time did hip-hop with me
used to copy Ushers dance moves off music videos all the time and
have his tour on DVD really like Usher started doing that on my
own during my senior year of high school Then really got into hip-
hop at Arcadia and now Im the hip-hop instructor for Knight Club
since Toya left
Do you plan to do anything with dance after you graduate from
Arcadia
would love to have my own studio That would be fantastic But
dont teach ballet and dont do ballet anymore so it would be really
difficult to have my own studio without doing ballet know theres
lot of dance places and cheerleading squads around here that are look
ing for choreographed hip-hop so if could just do some side projects
that would be great
What is your favorite part about being in Knight Club
like that its student-run and that we get to throw in new ideas every
semester The one semester we had small group Indian Dance
which was very creative We also had solo Irish dance If you dont
want to be part of big group you can have small dance group
Anyone can pretty much do anything they want which think is real
ly great It really is mainly run by the students Our advisor Janet will
put in her opinions but she really steps back and lets us take control for
the most part And think that we do pretty good job given that weve
had over hundred people in our club and we still manage to put on
show by the end of the semester In such short amount of time to
come up with at least thirteen group dances is pretty impressive We
only have one hour per week to work on each dance and youre not
really supposed to work outside of that hour because its not fair to all
of the students in the class
Did you remain involved in dance while you were studying abroad
in London last semester
While was there found place called Pineapple Studios which was
in center city Ltook the tube into the city and took two hip-hop class
es while was there It was fun but it was pretty expensive And luck
ily the gym on my campus provided yoga classes Pilates and street
dance so did get to do street dance couple of other times It was
convenient to do street dancing because now Im taking what learned
in those classes and applying it to the hip-hop
Everyone seems to like what Ive got going on so far
Are there any hopes that you have for the future
Last semester there wr ly two hip-hop dances
groups
and some new ones but all are at
skill level Johnson is excited to announce
When the weather gets nicer well even take
games to the soccer field as we have couple of out
door nets
